Virtual Ensemble
Director Tips
After having done a few of these now I asked the directors to give me any potential
feedback of things they thought might be helpful to pass along to fellow ensemble
directors. Things to be on the lookout for, general ideas on the process from their
perspective, etc. Here’s are the most common points so far:
● This is an extremely time-consuming process.
● Plan ahead for what guide tracks you will use. (Previous recording, midi

tracks, vocal model part-tracks, etc)
● Consider providing a video of you conductor for a visual guide.
● Set your ensemble submission deadlines with sufficient time to meet your

engineer’s deadline while still giving yourself enough time to listen and critique
each individual track.
● Be prepared to listen to every track, start to finish. (and all re-submissions)
● Take copious notes about each performer’s submission.
● Be prepared to ask some of your singers to re-record. At least some of your

performers will NOT follow instructions.
● Leave ample time for them to resubmit.
● Look/listen for:

○ Audible Sync point(s) at the beginning of every track.
○ Background noise (Heat/AC, Fans, Fish Tanks, Audible people, etc)
○ Page turns
○ Audio bleed-over from the guide track.
○ Mumbling words, breathing at inappropriate times, wrong notes.
● Submit notes to your engineer that indicate muting of singers/players if

necessary, indicate section leaders, soloists, etc. using the provided google sheet
template

Notes from Brad:
-I will provide a dropbox link for you to have students upload to. I can share this
master folder with you so you can use it for review purposes.
-I will share/provide a google sheet for you to use for note-taking purposes. Things
that are helpful for me include letting me know who you consider your “section
leaders” these are the people in each section that have the strongest recordings. I will
use these as the ones to start syncing others against.
-I will rely on you to let me know of anything you notice that I can possibly fix in the
audio mix. These include really loud page turns, etc. I can always duck the volume in
specific spots.
-You can also choose to mute performers if needed. On a 50 person ensemble it isn’t out
of the question to only be hearing 35-40, etc.

